Revisitation of the phenylisothiocyanate-derivatives procedure for amino acid determination by HPLC-UV.
A revisitation of the well known chromatographic procedure for the determination of amino acids as phenylthiocarbamyl derivatives (PTC) is performed. The method was developed for a microbore column that it is more appropriate to our later aims, the characterization of proteinaceous binders present in microsamples coming from the Cultural Heritage field. Several variables relating to chromatographic aspects were studied such as the pH and temperature of the mobile phase, buffer and modifier (triethylamine) concentrations in mobile phase and the stability of PTC-derivatives in solution. The calibration function was studied in depth. To prevent the heteroscedastic behaviour that it is observed, we used the weighed least squares fitting as the best strategy among other normalizing transformations, such as square root and logarithmic functions. Finally, the proposed method showed results similar to the traditional method in terms of efficiency, runtime, LODs and other characteristics, but with two additional advantages: a lower mobile phase consumption and the possibility of working with a lower sample volume. The usefulness of proposed method is checked against easel painting samples of Pictorial Heritage.